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1. Introduction {#btm210019-sec-0001}
===============

The ability to deliver DNA is attractive for clinical applications, including cancer therapy. Because aberrant gene expression plays a major role in diseases like cancer,[1](#btm210019-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#btm210019-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} the use of nucleic acids themselves as the therapeutic agent presents a method to address the root cause of the disease, potentially curing or ameliorating diseases.[3](#btm210019-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#btm210019-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#btm210019-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#btm210019-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#btm210019-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#btm210019-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Despite its promise, the translation of gene therapy has been slowed by the difficulties of delivering DNA and other nucleic acids, which are large, hydrophilic, charged molecules that must penetrate the cell membrane and subsequent intracellular barriers for efficacy. While viruses tend to be highly effective delivery vehicles for gene transfer, concerns with individual vectors regarding excessive immune response, high rate of mutagenesis, and limitations to the size of the cargo that they can carry have limited their translation to the clinic.[9](#btm210019-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#btm210019-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}

The field of nanomedicine has recently produced many non‐viral gene delivery agents based on biomaterials that are capable of facilitating intracellular delivery of DNA and can be engineered for high transfection efficacy in relevant cells while minimizing toxicity.[11](#btm210019-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#btm210019-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#btm210019-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Poly(β‐amino ester)s (PBAEs), a class of synthetic, cationic polymers, have been found to be effective as non‐viral gene delivery agents. They are easy to synthesize, effective at binding to DNA, and hydrolytically degradable under physiological conditions, which decreases their cytotoxicity. PBAEs have been shown in our prior work to be successful in transfecting cancer cells both in vitro[14](#btm210019-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#btm210019-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#btm210019-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#btm210019-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} and in vivo.[18](#btm210019-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#btm210019-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#btm210019-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#btm210019-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, PBAEs have also been shown to have cell‐type specificity based on their chemical structures,[22](#btm210019-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#btm210019-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} with many PBAE‐based nanoparticles showing innate specificity in transfecting cancer cells over healthy cells from the same tissue type, independent of cell division rate.[17](#btm210019-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#btm210019-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}

In addition to biomaterial‐mediated specificity for cancer cells, gene therapy can utilize downstream transcriptional targeting and specialized protein activity to target and kill cancer cells, such as through the exogenous expression of a cytotoxic protein.[24](#btm210019-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} We sought to evaluate cancer cell survival in vitro in response to polymeric delivery of the apoptotic gene tumor necrosis factor (TNF)‐related apoptosis‐inducing ligand (TRAIL), which binds to death receptors on the cell surface to trigger cell death. Because TRAIL‐binding death receptors are generally overexpressed in cancer cells compared to healthy cells, and because PBAE‐based nanoparticles demonstrate biomaterial‐mediated cancer specificity, we hypothesized that the combination would lead to enhanced cancer‐specific cell death.[25](#btm210019-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} In this study, we engineered PBAE/DNA nanoparticles for gene delivery to several cancer cell types and examined their specificity for transfection of cancer cells over healthy cells derived from non‐cancerous tissue of the same type. We also investigated to what extent the non‐viral delivery of DNA encoding the TRAIL gene could cause cell death in various cancer cell lines. Finally, we examined mechanisms of resistance in cancer cells lines that were less responsive to TRAIL treatment.

2. Materials and methods {#btm210019-sec-0002}
========================

2.1. Polymer synthesis {#btm210019-sec-0003}
----------------------

Poly(beta‐amino ester)s (PBAEs) were synthesized as previously described[17](#btm210019-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} using the small molecules in Figure [1](#btm210019-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. Briefly, one diacrylate‐terminated backbone monomer (B) was polymerized with one primary amine‐containing sidechain monomer (S) in a neat solution by stirring for 24 hr at 90°C, forming the base polymer via Michael addition. This base polymer was dissolved in anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (THF) and mixed with one end‐cap small molecule (E), then stirred at room temperature for 1 hr. The end‐capped PBAE was then precipitated into diethyl ether, washed twice, and left under vacuum for 48 hr for complete removal of ether. The dry PBAE was dissolved in anhydrous DMSO at 100 mg/ml and stored at −20°C in small aliquots to minimize freeze‐thaw cycles. Polymers used in the study described in this report were chosen from top candidates found in previous work.

![PBAEs were synthesized from small molecule monomers using Michael addition reactions to create linear, alternating copolymer, endcapped molecules](BTM2-1-149-g001){#btm210019-fig-0001}

2.2. Nanoparticle‐mediated gene delivery {#btm210019-sec-0004}
----------------------------------------

For optimization of nanoparticle formulations and transfection protocols for each cell line, a plasmid coding for enhanced green fluorescence protein (pEGFP‐N1, purchased from Elim Biopharmaceuticals, Hayward, CA, abbreviated "GFP," and amplified by Aldevron, Fargo, ND) was used as a marker of successful transfection. Cancer cells used in this study, their type, their source, and their culture conditions are listed in Table [1](#btm210019-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}; healthy cells used are listed in Table [2](#btm210019-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}. Cells were seeded into 96‐well plates 1 day before transfection at a density of 15,000 cells/well in 100 μl complete culture medium. For cells grown in serum‐free conditions (JHGBM‐276, ‐612, and ‐965 cells), 96‐well plates were coated with 20 μg/ml mouse laminin (Sigma‐Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) before seeding cells. Cells were incubated at 37°C overnight for attachment.

###### 

Cancer cell types, sources, and culture conditions

  Name (abbr. name)   Cancer type                                                             Species       Source                                                                                Complete culture medium
  ------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  H446                Small‐cell lung cancer                                                  Human         Dr. Christine Hann, Department of Oncology, Johns Hopkins University                  RPMI + 10% FBS, 2 mM [l]{.smallcaps}‐glutamine, 1% pen/strep, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 10 mM HEPES, 1.5 g/L NaHCO~3~
  MDA‐MB‐231 (MDA)    Triple‐negative metastatic breast cancer                                Human         ATCC (American Type Cell Culture, Manassas, VA)                                       High‐glucose DMEM + 10% FBS, 1% pen/strep
  BxPC‐3              Pancreatic cancer                                                       Human         Dr. Zeshaan Rasheed, Department of Oncology, Johns Hopkins University                 High‐glucose DMEM + 10% FBS, 1% pen/strep
  MeWo                Melanoma (metastatic to lymph node)                                     Human         Dr. Martin Pomper, Department of Radiology, Johns Hopkins University                  High‐glucose DMEM with pyruvate and [l]{.smallcaps}‐glutamine + 10% FBS, 1% anti‐anti
  MCA‐RH7777          Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)                                          Buffalo rat   ATCC                                                                                  High‐glucose DMEM with pyruvate and [l]{.smallcaps}‐glutamine + 10% FBS, 1% pen/strep
  U87 MG (U87)        Glioblastoma (GBM)                                                      Human         Dr. Michael Lim, Department of Neurosurgery, Johns Hopkins University                 High‐glucose DMEM with pyruvate and [l]{.smallcaps}‐glutamine + 10% FBS, 1% pen/strep
  JHGBM‐276           Glioblastoma (GBM) Brain Tumor Initiating Cell (BTIC) primary culture   Human         Dr. Alfredo Quiñones‐Hinojosa, Department of Neurosurgery, Johns Hopkins University   DMEM/F12 (1:1) + B‐27 serum‐free supplement, 1% anti‐anti, 20 ng/ml bFGF, 20 ng/ml epidermal growth factor (EGF)
  JHGBM‐319           Glioblastoma (GBM) primary culture                                      Human         Dr. Alfredo Quiñones‐Hinojosa, Department of Neurosurgery, Johns Hopkins University   DMEM/F12 (1:1) + 10% FBS, 1% anti‐anti
  JHGBM‐612           Glioblastoma (GBM) Brain Tumor Initiating Cell (BTIC) primary culture   Human         Dr. Alfredo Quiñones‐Hinojosa, Department of Neurosurgery, Johns Hopkins University   DMEM/F12 (1:1) + B‐27 serum‐free supplement, 1% anti‐anti, 20 ng/ml bFGF, 20 ng/ml epidermal growth factor (EGF)
  JHGBM‐965           Glioblastoma (GBM) Brain Tumor Initiating Cell (BTIC) primary culture   Human         Dr. Alfredo Quiñones‐Hinojosa, Department of Neurosurgery, Johns Hopkins University   DMEM/F12 (1:1) + B‐27 serum‐free supplement, 1% anti‐anti, 20 ng/ml bFGF, 20 ng/ml epidermal growth factor (EGF)

###### 

Non‐cancer/healthy cell types, sources, and culture conditions

  Name (abbr. name)   Tissue type                                           Species       Source                                                                                Complete culture medium
  ------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  F34                 Fetal neural progenitor cell (fNPC) primary culture   Human         Dr. Alfredo Quiñones‐Hinojosa, Department of Neurosurgery, Johns Hopkins University   DMEM/F12 (2:1) + B‐27 serum‐free supplement, 1% anti‐anti, 20 ng/ml bFGF, 20 ng/ml epidermal growth factor (EGF), 10 μg/ml leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), 50 mg/ml heparin
  BRL‐3A              Liver (hepatocytes)                                   Buffalo rat   ATCC                                                                                  MEM+Glutamax + 10% FBS, 1% pen/strep, 1x non‐essential amino acids (NEAA), 2 mM [l]{.smallcaps}‐glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate
  hTERT‐HPNE          Pancreas                                              Human         Dr. Zeshaan Rasheed, Department of Oncology, Johns Hopkins University                 Low‐glucose DMEM/M3BaseA (3:1) + 5% FBS, 250 μg/ml dextrose, 10 μg/ml EGF

To form PBAE/DNA nanoparticles, GFP DNA was diluted in 25 mM sodium acetate buffer (NaAc, pH 5) to 0.06 mg/ml. PBAEs were diluted in 25 mM NaAc and added to the diluted DNA solution in a 1:1 (vol/vol) ratio, resulting in 25:1 to 90:1 mass ratio of PBAE:DNA (w/w). The PBAE/DNA mixture was incubated at room temperature for 10 min for nanoparticle self‐assembly, then added to the cells in 96‐well plates. The final ratio of nanoparticle suspension‐to‐culture media was 1:5 (vol/vol). 600 ng DNA (5 μg/ml) and 15--54 μg PBAE (125--450 μg/ml) were added per well. Cells were incubated with nanoparticles for 4 hr for all cell types except MDA and JHGBM‐276, ‐319, ‐612, and ‐965 cells, which were incubated with particles for 2 hr. All nanoparticles and media were then replaced with 100 μl/well of fresh, complete culture medium. Non‐specific toxicity of the nanoparticles was measured after 24 hr using MTS assay (Cell Titer 96^®^ Aqueous ONE, Promega, Madison, WI). Transfection efficacy was observed using a fluorescent microscope (Axiovert Observer A.1, Zeiss) and using flow cytometry after 48 hr, using an Accuri C6 flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ) with Hypercyt high‐throughput sampler and reader (Intellicyt Corp., Albuquerque, NM).

For comparisons between healthy and cancerous cells from the same tissue type, the culture medium was changed immediately before addition of nanoparticles in order to ensure that there would be no differences in media conditions that could affect transfection efficacy or toxicity. For brain (JHGBM‐276 and fNPC) and liver (MCA‐RH7777 and BRL‐3A) cells, the normal culture media for non‐cancerous cells were used for transfection media. For pancreas cells (BxPC‐3 and hTERT‐HPNE), the pancreatic cancer cell medium was used in order to maintain 10% serum in the transfection medium, for better comparison to most of the other cell lines. Leading nanoparticle formulations (Table [3](#btm210019-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}) were chosen for use in later studies with a functional plasmid.

###### 

Leading nanoparticle formulations for cancer cell transfection

  Cell line name   Cell type                        Polymer name, polymer:DNA mass ratio (w/w)   GFP transfection efficacy (%)   Non‐specific toxicity (%)   TRAIL‐mediated killing (%)   Data source
  ---------------- -------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- ------------------------------- --------------------------- ---------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  H446             Lung cancer                      447, 75 w/w                                  32 ± 2                          10 ± 7                      68 ± 2                       Supporting Information Figure 1
  BxPC‐3           Pancreatic cancer                447, 50 w/w                                  33 ± 1                          26 ± 3                      64 ± 3                       Supporting Information Figure 2
  MeWo             Melanoma                         447, 50 w/w                                  80.6 ± 0.3                      0 ± 2                       13 ± 5                       Supporting Information Figure 3
  MDA‐MB‐231       Breast cancer                    447, 60 w/w                                  56 ± 5                          44.5 ± 0.6                  43 ± 3                       Reference[15](#btm210019-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}
  U87              Glioblastoma                     446, 60 w/w                                  51 ± 4                          24 ± 2                      2 ± 3                        Supporting Information Figure 4
  JHGBM‐276        Glioblastoma (primary culture)   537, 25 w/w                                  53 ± 4                          2 ± 2                       −4 ± 5                       Reference[19](#btm210019-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}
  JHGBM‐319        Glioblastoma (primary culture)   447, 25 w/w                                  62 ± 1                          28 ± 2                      27 ± 4                       Reference[17](#btm210019-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#btm210019-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}
  JHGBM‐612        Glioblastoma (primary culture)   447, 25 w/w                                  39 ± 3                          16 ± 4                      21 ± 2                       Reference[19](#btm210019-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}
  JHGBM‐965        Glioblastoma (primary culture)   537, 25 w/w                                  40 ± 4                          69 ± 1                      31 ± 1                       Reference[19](#btm210019-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}

2.3. Nanoparticle characterization: nanoparticle size and zeta potential {#btm210019-sec-0005}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

PBAE nanoparticle hydrodynamic diameter was determined by nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) using a Nanosight NS500 with a 532 nm laser at 25°C (Nanosight, Amesbury, UK). Three independent samples were prepared successively for each nanoparticle formulation at a DNA concentration of 0.005 µg/µl by mixing equal volumes of DNA and polymer solutions in 25 mM NaAc. After 10 min to allow for nanoparticle formation, each sample was diluted in 150 mM PBS (pH = 7.4) to give a particle concentration of 20--80 particles per frame with dilution ratios of 1:100, 1:200, or 1:400. Three 60‐s captures were used to assess particle size for each sample with solution advancement between captures.

Zeta potentials of PBAE nanoparticles were measured by electrophoretic light scattering in disposable zeta cuvettes at 25°C using a Malvern Zetasizer NanoZS (Malvern Instruments, Marlvern, UK) with a detection angle of 173° and analyzed with the Smoluchowsky model. Three samples of each nanoparticle formulation were prepared successively in the same manner as for NTA but were instead diluted 1:4 in 150 mM PBS to a total volume of 800 µl.

To assess size and morphology by electron microscopy, nanoparticles at 60 w/w ratios for polymers 447 and 537 were prepared in 25 mM sodium acetate at a DNA concentration of 0.005 mg/ml. Six microliters of the respective sample was then loaded onto a corona plasma treated carbon film 400 square mesh TEM grid and allowed to dry over 1 hr, after which the grids were quickly dipped in water and allowed to fully dry. TEM images were captured using a Philips CM120 (Philips Research, Briarcliffs Manor, New York).

2.4. Nanoparticle characterization: particle formation and polymer‐DNA binding {#btm210019-sec-0006}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gel electrophoresis experiments were performed using 1% agarose gels with 1 µg/ml ethidium bromide run at 100 V for 25 min. Nanoparticles were formed at their respective w/w ratios by mixing equal volumes of DNA and polymer in 25 mM sodium acetate 10 min before loading the gel. Each sample was supplemented with a loading buffer of 30% glycerol immediately before loading. Gels were visualized under UV using a Gel Logic 200 Imaging System (Kodak).

2.5. Nanoparticle‐mediated gene delivery of Tumor Necrosis Factor‐related apoptosis‐inducing ligand (TRAIL) {#btm210019-sec-0007}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cells were seeded into 96‐well plates as described above. Using the leading PBAE/DNA formulations for each of the human‐derived cell types in Table [1](#btm210019-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"} found from the initial experiments with GFP, nanoparticles were formed with DNA coding for GFP‐TRAIL fusion protein (pEGFP‐TRAIL, Addgene plasmid 10953,[26](#btm210019-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} abbreviated "GFP‐TRAIL") and used to transfect cells using the protocol described above. For each formulation tested, nanoparticles formed with GFP DNA were also made and used as a control. Forty‐eight hours after transfection, cell viability was measured using an MTS assay to quantify metabolic activity. TRAIL‐mediated killing was assessed qualitatively by microscopy and was also calculated by normalizing the metabolic activity of GFP‐TRAIL‐transfected cells to that of GFP‐transfected cells using the same nanoparticle formulation. Recombinant human TRAIL protein (rhTRAIL, Life Technologies) was added to the media of some cells in the absence of nanoparticles as a control.

2.6. Measurement of TRAIL and TRAIL receptor expression via polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and Western blot {#btm210019-sec-0008}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To elucidate the reasons for lack of response to GFP‐TRAIL transfection by some cell types, PCR was used to verify that the GFP‐TRAIL gene used was in fact being transcribed. U87 glioblastoma cells were used as an example of a cell type that showed high expression after transfection with GFP but little or no response to transfection with GFP‐TRAIL. U87 cells were seeded into a 12‐well plate at 1.5 × 10^5^ cells/ml with 1 ml per well. With *n* = 3 replicates, cells were transfected with either GFP or GFP‐TRAIL using the top nanoparticle formulation found for U87 cells (listed in Table [3](#btm210019-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}). After 48 hr, cells were lysed and harvested using TRIzol (Life Technologies) for RNA isolation and RT‐PCR analysis. Glyceraldehyde 3‐phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) was analyzed as the housekeeping gene for comparison between samples.

Western blot and PCR were also used to measure different cell lines\' expression levels of four surface proteins with TRAIL‐binding capacity: death receptors DR‐4 and DR‐5 and "decoy" receptors DcR‐1 and DcR‐2. Cells were collected from culture flasks using Accutase (Life Technologies) to minimize cleavage of surface proteins and seeded into 12‐well plates for PCR or 6‐well plates for Western blot. After 72 hr, cells were harvested, using TRIzol for PCR and cell scrapers on ice and in the presence of PBS with protease and phosphatase inhibitors. Cell lysates were stored at −80°C until use.

2.7. Statistics {#btm210019-sec-0009}
---------------

Values displayed on graphs are shown as mean ± *SEM* of three wells for cell experiments or mean ± SD of three independently prepared particle aliquots for particle characterization. Graphpad Prism 6.0 was used for all statistical tests. *t* tests were used to compare transfection between pairs of cancer cells and healthy cells from the same tissue type. For polymer optimization screens for each cell type, a one‐way ANOVA was used to show statistically significant differences in transfection and viability from the commercially available reagent Lipofectamine 2000 tested at the same dosage. Statistical significance was designated as follows: \*\*\*\**p* \< .0001; \*\*\**p* \< .001; \*\**p* \< .01; \**p* \< .05.

3. Results {#btm210019-sec-0010}
==========

3.1. Nanoparticle optimization and characterization {#btm210019-sec-0011}
---------------------------------------------------

An array of PBAE/DNA nanoparticle formulations with varied polymer structure (Figure [1](#btm210019-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) and dosing were evaluated for efficacy in different cancer cell types. The polymer naming convention "Bx‐Sy‐Ez," or "xyz" for short, refers to "x" carbons between acrylate groups in the constituent "B" backbone monomer, "y" carbons between the amine and alcohol groups in the constituent "S" sidechain monomer, and "z" as a specific constituent amine containing "E" end‐capping group. For example, PBAE polymer B4‐S4‐E7 or "447" is poly(1,4‐butanediol diacrylate‐co‐4‐amino‐1‐butanol) endcapped with 1‐(3‐aminopropyl)‐4‐methylpiperazine. Polymers tested were primarily chosen based on their success in transfecting cancer cells in previous work.[15](#btm210019-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#btm210019-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#btm210019-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} PBAE polymers 447, 446, and 537 at weight‐weight ratios to DNA between 25 and 75 were the optimal formulations as listed in Table [3](#btm210019-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}. These nanoparticle formulations were chosen for further studies in each cell type based on maximal GFP expression ranging from 32 to 81% and minimal non‐specific toxicity ranging from 2 to 45%. Full graphs of the transfection efficacy and safety of the full range of polymers tested are shown in Supporting Information Figures 1--4 (Supporting Information Figure S1 shows the PBAE results in H446 lung cancer cells, Supporting Information Figure S2 in BxPC‐3 pancreatic cancer cells, Supporting Information Figure S3 in MeWo melanoma cells, and Supporting Information Figure S4 in U87 glioblastoma cells) and PBAE transfection optimization in additional cell types can be found in the literature.[15](#btm210019-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#btm210019-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Formulations that were considered for use in further studies were ones that caused the highest transfection while causing \< 30% non‐specific toxicity. The PBAE formulations used in TRAIL‐mediated killing studies were chosen for each cell type based on the initial screening and optimizational.

3.2. Nanoparticle characterization {#btm210019-sec-0012}
----------------------------------

All of the transfection‐optimized PBAE/DNA formulations used in later studies were characterized to assess the physicochemical properties of these leading nanoparticles. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the two leading nanoparticles in this study shows particles of approximately 100 nm diameter or slightly smaller (Figure [2](#btm210019-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a). Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) supports the TEM findings, showing that all nanoparticle formulations had a number‐averaged mean hydrodynamic diameter between 100 and 150 nm (Figure [2](#btm210019-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b), with no apparent pattern relating to polymer type or polymer‐to‐DNA mass ratio. The small discrepancy in size from these two methods is likely due primarily to TEM measuring dried particles whereas NTA measures the hydrodynamic particle size in aqueous buffer.

![(a) TEM images of the two top PBAE/DNA nanoparticle formulations showed a mean size of approximately 100 nm. All nanoparticle formulations had a (b) mean hydrodynamic diameter between 100 and 150 nm determined via NTA and (c) mean zeta potential between positive 9--16 mV. (d) All nanoparticle formulations were demonstrated to fully retard DNA in gel electrophoresis binding assays. Graphs show mean of three independently prepared samples + mean standard deviation of the distribution](BTM2-1-149-g002){#btm210019-fig-0002}

The zeta potential of nanoparticles was found to be positive in all cases (Figure [2](#btm210019-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}c), ranging from 9.0 ± 0.2 mV (PBAE 446) to 16 ± 1 or 16 ± 2 mV (PBAE 537 formulations). This was expected for nanoparticles composed of cationic polymers in excess of anionic DNA, and it is expected that the positive charge can help the particles to associate and be internalized by cells, which have relatively negative surfaces. Gel electrophoresis studies showed that all DNA was completely complexed with the cationic PBAEs (Figure [2](#btm210019-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}d) in the formulations tested.

3.3. Biomaterial‐mediated cancer specificity {#btm210019-sec-0013}
--------------------------------------------

Previous studies have shown that PBAE/DNA nanoparticles can transfect cancer cells significantly better than healthy cells, having been demonstrated in rat‐derived liver cells in vitro[17](#btm210019-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} and in primary human brain cells both in vitro and in vivo.[19](#btm210019-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Further expanding on those observations, Figure [3](#btm210019-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} shows the cancer cell‐specificity of DNA‐loaded nanoparticles based on two different PBAEs (447 and 537). PBAE 447‐based particles showed statistically significantly better transfection in human brain and rat liver but not human pancreatic cancer cells compared with healthy cells of those same tissue types. In the case of the pancreatic cells, although transfection measured as percent of cells transfected was not significantly higher in cancer cells, the mean fluorescence intensity (normalized to autofluorescence in untreated cells) was significantly higher in pancreatic cancer cells for PBAE 447 particles (shown on a logarithmic scale in Figure [3](#btm210019-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}).

![DNA‐loaded nanoparticles based on PBAEs 447 and 537 were used to transfect cancer and noncancer cells derived from human brain (JHGBM‐276 and F34), human pancreas (BxPC‐3 and hTERT‐HPNE) and rat liver (MCA‐RH7777 and BRL‐3A). Transfection efficacies are described as percent of cells positive for the transgene and as fluorescence intensity of the transfected GFP gene. The optimized nanoparticle formulations used for each pair of cell cultures are 447, 60 w/w and 537, 60 w/w (brain); 447, 75 w/w and 537, 75 w/w (liver); and 447, 50 w/w and 537, 75 w/w (pancreas)](BTM2-1-149-g003){#btm210019-fig-0003}

Interestingly, while PBAE 537‐based nanoparticles were highly effective in brain and liver cancer cells, they showed little efficacy in pancreatic cancer cells while maintaining moderate efficacy in healthy pancreas cells. This may be related to a finding in previous work that 537‐based nanoparticles tended to be leading formulations in most brain cancer cell types but had exceptionally low efficacy in certain, particular patient‐derived cultures. As a result, this polymer may not be as universally useful in cancer applications as PBAE 447, but further studies of its properties may help to elucidate the mechanisms of cell‐specific efficacy across different PBAEs and cell types.

3.4. Cancer cell killing via delivery of TRAIL gene {#btm210019-sec-0014}
---------------------------------------------------

Using the leading PBAE/DNA nanoparticle formulations found for each cell type, we delivered GFP‐TRAIL DNA to the human cancer cells used in this study to determine whether GFP‐TRAIL‐transfected cells showed higher cytotoxicity than GFP‐transfected cells. Because GFP is a relatively non‐toxic protein, and because the GFP‐TRAIL plasmid was originally created by cloning TRAIL into the same GFP plasmid, we expected that any differences in cell survival are due to TRAIL‐mediated apoptosis.

As shown in Figure [4](#btm210019-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, delivery of GFP‐TRAIL was very effective in killing cells in certain cancer cell lines evaluated, particularly small‐cell lung cancer line H446 and pancreatic cancer line BxPC‐3, with 68 ± 2% and 64 ± 3% cell death, respectively, when transfected with PBAE 447/TRAIL‐DNA (Table [3](#btm210019-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Light microscopy showed high amounts of cell death in both of these groups compared with GFP‐transfected cells, in agreement with the quantitative measurements. The PBAE/TRAIL‐DNA treatment was significantly more effective (*p* \< .0001) at killing H446 cells than treatment with recombinant human TRAIL (rhTRAIL), which showed no more than 34 ± 2% cell death when incubated with 200 ng/ml of soluble protein for 48 hr.

![Y‐axes for all graphs show percent of cells killed by TRAIL activity assessed as relative metabolic activity of lung cancer (a), pancreatic cancer (b), melanoma (c), breast cancer (d), glioblastoma (e), and brain tumor initiating (f) cells transfected with GFP‐TRAIL, normalized to metabolic activity of cells transfected with GFP. For some of the cell lines that showed sensitivity to TRAIL transfection, soluble recombinant human TRAIL (rhTRAIL) was also tested. Microscopy images (10x magnification for all) are provided for one of the polymer conditions shown on the graphs, demonstrating with GFP that the cells were in fact transfected. Black bars represent cell death due to soluble rhTRAIL protein added to the media of untransfected cells](BTM2-1-149-g004){#btm210019-fig-0004}

Other cell types, including MeWo melanoma cells, MDA breast cancer cells, and primary GBM cells, had very little or only moderate response to GFP‐TRAIL treatment (Figure [4](#btm210019-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), with only 13 ± 5%, 43 ± 3%, and 31 ± 1% cell death, respectively, while U87 human glioma cells showed no significant TRAIL‐mediated killing (2 ± 3% cell death). Importantly, as shown in Table [3](#btm210019-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"} and qualitatively in Figure [4](#btm210019-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, all four of these cell lines had higher gene delivery efficacy, shown by transfection of GFP DNA, than TRAIL‐mediated killing. To ensure that this was not due simply to an unexpected effect of the biomaterial or nanoparticle, rhTRAIL was added to the media of JHGBM‐965 cells, one of the cell types refractory to GFP‐TRAIL transfection. As with H446 cells, even high concentrations of soluble rhTRAIL resulted in low TRAIL‐mediated killing, with 10 ± 3% cell death. Other primary cultures of human GBM lines were similarly evaluated and showed similarly low or even lower response to GFP‐TRAIL transfection, despite \>50% transfection efficacy in some cultures (Table [3](#btm210019-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

3.5. Expression of TRAIL and TRAIL‐binding receptors {#btm210019-sec-0015}
----------------------------------------------------

In order to better understand the reasons for low efficacy of TRAIL in certain cancer cell types, we measured the level of transfection using PCR to ensure that there was no unexpected inhibition of GFP‐TRAIL transcription. As seen in Figure [5](#btm210019-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A, even in U87 cells, which were completely refractory to GFP‐TRAIL treatment, the level of TRAIL mRNA in GFP‐TRAIL‐transfected cells was high and similar to the level of GFP mRNA in GFP‐transfected cells, confirming that the gene transfer step was in fact successful.

![(a) PCR verification of TRAIL transcription in completely refractory cells that show high mRNA transcription, indicating successful transfection, but no TRAIL killing. (b) PCR assessment of mRNA transcript level of death receptor genes (DR4, DR5) and decoy receptor genes (DcR1, DcR2) in four cell types spanning the spectrum of TRAIL responsively was not well correlated with TRAIL sensitivity. (c) Western blot assessment of death and decoy receptor protein expression better correlated with TRAIL sensitivity](BTM2-1-149-g005){#btm210019-fig-0005}

We also analyzed the expression of TRAIL‐binding receptors DR4 and DR5, which both lead to downstream apoptosis, and the decoy receptors DcR1 and DcR2, which both lack the intracellular death domain necessary to cause cell death. We examined four cell types spanning the spectrum of responsiveness to TRAIL, including H446 cells, on which TRAIL is highly effective; MDA and JHGBM‐965 cells, which show low to moderate response to TRAIL; and JHGBM‐276 cells, which showed no significant response to TRAIL. PCR was used to measure mRNA expression of the four receptors, and while the results are not directly comparable between cell types because of intrinsic differences in protein‐ and mRNA production levels, the expression of the four receptors within each cell line can be compared. Figure [5](#btm210019-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}B shows that H446 cells had high mRNA expression of DR5, one of the death receptors, and low expression of both decoy receptors; MDA cells had high expression of mRNA for all four receptors, including death‐inducing and decoy receptors; and both BTIC GBM lines, surprisingly, had similar mRNA expression patterns to H446 cells, and in fact expressed more of the DR4 death receptor mRNA than H446.

Western blot analysis of these four proteins appeared to be more predictive of TRAIL sensitivity, as the protein expression levels corresponded well to transfection trends (Figure [5](#btm210019-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}B). H446s showed very high DR4 protein expression, despite having low mRNA levels, as well as high DR5 and low DcR1 and DcR2 levels, in agreement with PCR. For MDA cells, moderate to high expression of all four receptors was found, matching PCR data as well as the moderate efficacy of TRAIL after transfection. Both of the GBM BTIC cell cultures showed lower decoy receptor protein expression than expected from PCR, but their low death receptor expression is consistent with the low cell death observed upon transfection with TRAIL‐encoding nanoparticles.

4. Discussion {#btm210019-sec-0016}
=============

In this work, we have shown that PBAE‐based nanoparticles can be effective for DNA delivery to all of the 10 cancer cell cultures that we evaluated, representing cells derived from six different tissue types. Moreover, our results demonstrate that PBAE/DNA nanoparticles can preferentially transfect cancer cells over healthy cells, resulting in either a higher fraction of cancer cells transfected or more protein produced by cancer cells compared with transfected healthy cells. This is an important and robust result that is promising for translation of these biodegradable nanoparticles for cancer gene therapy. The nanoparticles we used in this work all shared similar physicochemical properties, namely a hydrodynamic diameter between 100 and 150 nm and moderate but positive zeta potential, aspects that aid the particles\' ability to interact with and be internalized by cells.[27](#btm210019-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#btm210019-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} The mechanism of cancer specificity of these particles has not yet been elucidated. Previous work has shown that that the cancer specificity is not simply a result of differences in cellular doubling time or a result of differences to overall cellular uptake,[19](#btm210019-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} and that different cellular uptake pathways lead to different transfection efficacy,[15](#btm210019-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} which could affect the types of cells that are more affected by these nanoparticles.

We have also shown that delivery of GFP‐TRAIL DNA can be a useful therapeutic modality for certain cell lines and cancer types. In particular, lung and pancreatic cancer cells responded very well to transfection with TRAIL. Importantly, in the case of both of these cell types, the percent of cells expressing the transgene, measured via flow cytometry of GFP‐transfected cells, was only 32 ± 2% in H446 cells and 33 ± 1% in BxPC‐3 cells, much lower than the TRAIL‐mediated killing rates of 68 ± 2% and 64 ± 3%, respectively. This is most likely due to the known bystander effect of TRAIL expression: because TRAIL is cell surface‐bound ligand, it can affect neighboring cells, thereby causing apoptosis in more cells than were initially transfected.[26](#btm210019-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Conversely, the melanoma, breast cancer, and brain cancer cell lines used in this study showed lower TRAIL‐mediated killing rates than their transfection efficacy, indicating resistance to TRAIL.

Interestingly, both in cells highly responsive to TRAIL and in cells largely refractory to it, transfected cells were killed more effectively than cells exposed to relatively high levels of soluble rhTRAIL. This is likely due to the fact that GFP‐TRAIL, after transfection, is bound to cell surfaces. If more than one ligand is expressed on a single cell, this immobilization on cell membranes may improve binding avidity. This finding is in agreement with work by other groups showing that immobilized TRAIL was more effective in causing apoptosis than soluble TRAIL.[29](#btm210019-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#btm210019-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}

While cancer cells often overexpress death receptors DR4 and DR5, healthy cells often overexpress the decoy receptors DcR1 and DcR2 as a mechanism to prevent undesired apoptosis.[31](#btm210019-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#btm210019-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} However, studies have shown that one mechanism of resistance to TRAIL is to decrease death domain activation by either downregulating or mutating DR4/DR5 or upregulating the protective DcR1/DcR2 receptors.[33](#btm210019-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Western blot analysis showed that H446 cells indeed did express high levels of both death receptors and no detectable levels of the decoys, explaining their responsiveness to TRAIL treatment. MDA cells may be partially resistant due to the expression of decoy receptors, although the presence of death receptors in MDA cells does still allow for some efficacy of TRAIL treatment. Critically, the GBM cells both showed low or undetectable levels of death receptor protein expression, although JHGBM‐965 cells had some DR5 expression. This finding is consistent with the low efficacy of TRAIL on the GBM cells in general, as well as the slightly higher efficacy in JHGBM‐965 cells compared to JHGBM‐276 and other GBM cells tested. Although mRNA expression levels from PCR did not always agree with protein electrophoresis data, this was consistent with other groups\' results, which showed imperfect correlation between mRNA expression of these four TRAIL receptors and even, in some cases, what appears to be contradictory data.[34](#btm210019-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#btm210019-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#btm210019-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} Future studies could use RNAi‐mediated knockdown of death and/or decoy receptors to further elucidate the mechanism of resistance to TRAIL in these cell types. A combination treatment of siRNA against TRAIL decoy receptors combined with DNA‐encoding TRAIL could also be an interesting potential therapeutic modality.

We have demonstrated that non‐viral polymeric delivery of TRAIL DNA can be a promising therapeutic strategy for certain cancer types. In addition, our group has demonstrated that PBAEs can effectively deliver DNA to tumors following local administration in vivo.[19](#btm210019-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#btm210019-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, the ability to deliver DNA, such as TRAIL, with biomaterial‐mediated cancer cell specificity suggests this system\'s potential utility in specifically transfecting cancer cells with this therapeutic gene even in an in vivo environment. For a systemic in vivo administration, these PBAE nanoparticles may need to be surface coated to improve their biodistribution and their tissue targeting.[37](#btm210019-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#btm210019-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Alternatively, they could be utilized to transfect cells ex vivo that have the capacity to migrate to tumors in vivo as part of a genetically engineered cellular therapy.[39](#btm210019-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} Although there are various mechanisms of resistance, including upregulation of decoy receptors, as in the case of breast cancer cells, or downregulation of death receptors, as in the GBM cells, the lung and pancreatic cancer cell lines tested were killed very effectively by TRAIL. Protein expression analysis may be a reliable method of assessing whether a cell sample will respond to TRAIL treatment. Non‐viral PBAE/TRAIL nanoparticles have the potential to be therapeutic modalities for the treatment of lung cancer and pancreatic cancer.
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